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FOREWORD BY THE MASTER
Dear Fellow Glovers,
It is hard to imagine that time can pass so quickly and the point is brought home all the more rudely by the
thought that this is my penultimate foreword for the Newsletter. The past few months have been very busy; I
much enjoyed being with many of you in Bled for the Masters Weekend and was delighted to see a full house
at the Awards Lunch at Clothworkers’ Hall. We have also had the Election of Sheriffs and a number of sporting
events so the calendar has been varied and interesting.
This foreword cannot go without mention of the terrible losses over the last few months. Past Assistant Douglas
Sweet and Liverymen David Hughes and Clemens Nathan have all passed away and of course our thoughts and
prayers are with their family and friends. It is also with great sadness that we remember June Lidstone , wife of
Past Master Clive Lidstone who also passed away in June.
The summer is now with us and I trust you will all find time for a good break before we hurtle back into the
busy swing of Livery life in September. There is plenty coming up with the visit to Oxburgh and of course our
banquet but keep an eye on the calendar as there are a number of other things going on which will be of
interest to you.
Ann Esslemont, Master

THE AWARDS LUNCH at CLOTHWORKERS’ HALL - 1ST JULY 2015
216 members of the Company and their guests met in the impressive surroundings of Clothworkers’ Hall for
the annual awards lunch. The guest speaker was Mr Reg Hankey, CEO of Pittards and guests also included
Sheriff Fiona Adler and Chief Commoner Billy Dove. The Company also hosted visiting Masters and Clerks from
the Butchers, Cordwainers, Coachmakers, Curriers and Scriveners as well as the Immediate Past Mater of the
Broderers. The Master took wine with 6 new liverymen: Annie Allum, Christine Heald, Andrew Hicks, Vivienne
Littlechild, Steve Marsh and David Roots. She also took wine with our new Apprentice Kate Bernstock. Prizes
were presented to students by the Master and Reg Hankey under the direction of Master of Ceremonies, Past
Master John Spanner.

216 members of the Company and their guests attended the Awards Lunch at Clothworkers’ Hall

OBITUARIES
PAST ASSISTANT DOUGLAS SWEET
Past Assistant Douglas Sweet passed away suddenly
during a holiday to Cornwall with his wife Rosemary.
Douglas had been a stalwart of the Glovers for
nearly 40 years and the attendance of over 250
people at his funeral including over 40 Glovers bore
testament to a man much loved and who will be
sorely missed. His encyclopaedic knowledge of all
things gloving and his indefatigable nature made
him invaluable to the Glove Collection Trust and his
open and engaging friendliness made him a friend
to all. Past Master Stephen Brooker in paying tribute
wrote of….. ‘…. his unfailing support and customary

charm never betraying any frustration or irritation.
He was unfailingly loyal in the cause of the GCT and
literally went hundreds of miles extra going all over
the UK to look at gloves or to research some detail
of provenance. This was unseen and unsung work
but he never looked for anything beyond the same
everyday courtesy and politeness that was the
hallmark of all his dealings as we heard in the
moving tributes at his thanksgiving service. Our lives
are the richer for having known him and worked with
him - that is his legacy and may we nurture it and
extend it in all that we do as Glovers.’

LIVERYMAN DAVID HUGHES
David Hughes, who became a Liveryman in 2012, sadly died of cancer on 17th June 2015, aged just 71. David
retired in 2002 having built, with a Partner, a successful business during the preceding 30 years, but retirement
certainly did not mean inactivity. He became a local Councillor and a freelance Yachting Journalist, writing
mainly for “Yachting” in the USA. He planted a vineyard, took up shooting, and played a lot of golf. About 20
years ago he bought an MG and became enthused by classic cars, subsequently owning many different marques
and enjoying the comradeship of other classic car owners travelling aro und the continent.
He was a keen Yachtsman, spending the years 1995/7 conducting what he called “expeditions” to the Pacific,
Patagonia and Antarctica in his own boat a 55ft Oyster, with his ever supportive wife Linda. She also joined him
on the second trip in 2002, which lasted 3 years, when in another rather bigger boat, this time specially designed
for it to withstand icebergs, they circumnavigated the world at a leisurely pace, amid many, many adventures.
David was a larger than life, generous, and kind man who was devoted to his family, who, together with his
faithful dog Bosun, and his many friends, will greatly miss him.
Assistant John Wait

LIVERYMAN CLEMENS NATHAN
It was with great sadness that the Company learned
of the death of Liveryman Clemens Nathan after a
brave fight against a long and debilitating illness.
Clemens joined the Company in 1981, sponsored by
the late Past Master Philp Fromberg. Clemens was a
leading light and first chairman on the Woolf
Institute which studies relations between Christians,
Jews and Muslims. The Institute studies how
relations between these faiths can enhance our
understanding of key concepts of public life:
community and identity, mutual respect, personal
responsibility, and social solidarity. Combining
theology with the social sciences and the
humanities, the Woolf Institute seeks to strengthen
the ethical framework that is needed for our political,
economic and social life. Clemens was also a
member of the Consultative Council of Jewish
Organisations who subsequently set up the Clemens
Nathan Research Centre in 2007 due to the
Clemens with the previous Archbishop of Canterbury
complexities of the work the CCJO. The last word is
probably best left to Rabbi Abraham Levy OBE who wrote, on learning of the death of Clemens, “ Italy gave him

a knighthood, Austria honoured him, Holocaust survivors honoured him, the Jewish Community honoured him
and believers in Human Rights honoured him. Clemens goes to meet his Maker with good luggage ”.

THE MASTER’S WEEKEND
BLED 29-31 MAY 2015

After a quick flight to Ljubljana we embarked on our luxury coach
and descended on the picturesque town of Bled, Slovenia, where
we stayed in a beautiful family run hotel overlooking the lake.
Key to the success of the weekend was the leadership and behind
the scenes fixing of the Mayor of Bled, Janez Fajfar, a personal
friend of the Master, who organised, and at short notice
reorganised, a full and varied programme. We sailed across Lake
Bled, and were entertained to singing by a local choir of schoolgirls
before dining at the magnificent Villa Bled, once used by Marshal
Tito as a summer palace.
Our tour the next day took in the magnificent Bled Castle with
stunning views over Lake Bled, followed by a visit to the bee
museum and walkabout of the mediaeval town Radovlijica. We
followed this with lunch and a visit to the gingerbread museum and
workshop beneath. By this time several of us had developed a taste
for Slovenian beer, wine and schnapps, which were in plentiful
supply.
That night the Master hosted a splendid dinner at the Hotel Triglav
where we were entertained to a charming sketch of badinage and
dancing by local children where the meaning, notwithstanding the
The Master in tour guide mode
Slovenian language, was entirely clear!
Come the Sunday we visited the astonishing prehistoric caves at Postojnska. Returning on the local train, we
arrived at Bled Station to be greeted by a local wind band in national costume. Then followed one of the most
memorable spontaneous events in my entire time as a Glover. The Mayor danced with the Master, several
couples followed. Passengers got off the train to dance. Several liverymen formed a co nga.
The activity continued unabated on our final day, Monday. A tour of beautiful terrain and villages in the Julian
Alps, a lakeside walk at Bohinj, and a final lunch high up in the Alps of suckling pig. A swift journey to the
airport and fond farewells.
Assistant Charles Stokes

From Top Left: The Master leading the group home after a good lunch. A visit to a biscuit decorating business.
Enjoying the sun and views. Glovers doing what they do best…..lunch. Glovers Ahoy! Debbie Crossman getting
carried away whilst being photographed by a not too concerned Jonathan Crossman. A very strange statue……. and
one of a deer. A photo opportunity.

6 LIVERYMEN JOIN THE COMPANY … AND A NEW APPRENTICE

The Master welcomed 6 new Liverymen into the Company on 1 st
July at Clothworkers’ Hall: David Roots, Andrew Hicks, Vivienne
Littlechild, Christine Heald, Annie Allum and Steve Marsh.

Alison Gowman, in her capacity as Apprentice
Master welcomes the Company’s newest
Apprentice, Kate Bernstock.

GLOVES FOR NEPAL
Following a plea from International Health Partners, a
health charity working alongside the WHO, the Glovers
were able to donate boxes of examination gloves.
These were put in medical kits of much needed supplies
for the people of Nepal following the terrible
earthquake. Our donations left the UK on 27th May
bound for some of the worst affected areas in Nepal.
For a more details on the work undertaken by IHP (and
to see the Glovers mention) please click onto the link
below. The Master and Roger de Courcey, chairman of
the Charity Projects are most grateful to Liveryman
Anne-Marie Jefferys for bringing this to their attention.
http://www.ihpuk.org/nepal-earthquake/4589204575

THE COMPANY RAISES
£1,140

CITY BUSINESS
THE SHRIEVAL CHAIN APPEAL 2015.
The shrieval chain appeal letters have arrived for Dr
Christine Rigden’s and Alderman Charles Bowman who
have been elected Sheriff for 2015/16. Should you be
willing to contribute to either (both) shrieval chains then
please see the instructions on the cover email or website.

COMPANY NEWS
LIVERYMAN ALVAN SETH-SMITH RE-ELECTED TO THE
EXECUTIVE BOARD OF MIDDLESEX CCC
Those that attended the lunch on 1 st
July contributed £1,140 towards the
Endowment Fund through the raffle
for Manicus the bear; donated by
Liveryman Rick Wakeman and won
by Assistant Richard Morris.

The Second Under Warden, Alvan Seth-Smith was reelected to the Executive Board of Middlesex County
Cricket Club in April, possibly with the help of votes from
fellow Club Members Chris Dadson, John Campbell,
Jonathan Grosvenor, Clerk to the Chamberlain's Court
Murray Craig and Apothecary Dr Jane Orr.

THE ELECTION OF SHERIFFS – 24TH JUNE 2015
The Master Mrs Ann Esslemont, together with Past
Masters, Wardens and Liverymen attended a
meeting in the Great Hall at Guildhall. This
traditional meeting concerned the election of
Sheriffs and other officers – Bridge Masters, Ale
Conners and Auditors. There were representatives
of most of the one hundred and ten Livery
Companies from Mercers (1) to Art Scholars (110).
The meeting was followed by a lunch in the Private
Dining Room of the Guildhall. In this room there is
a cabinet of some of the silver-ware, which belongs
to the Glovers Livery Company. After lunch,
Liveryman Jonathan Grosvenor gave an entertaining
talk which was principally concerned with the “Go
Kart Racing” planned for Sunday 26 July at Sandown
Park. Arrangements for this event are progressing
well. The photograph shows the Master with Liveryman Jonathan Grosvenor. The Master wishes to thank the
Liveryman Daphne Cave who is Secretary of the Social Committee, for organising the lunch. She also wishes to
thank Mark Butler (Clerk) for doing the administration for the Glovers.
Liveryman Michael Hudson

THE FASLANE FLOTILLA ANNUAL MESS DINNER
Although our affiliated submarine, HMS Artful, is still
undergoing construction works and tests at the BAE
shipyard at Barrow in Furness, nevertheless the
Captain had kindly invited our Master and guests to
attend the annual Flotilla Dinner at its future base in
Faslane.
Unfortunately the Master was unable to attend but
Past Master Alison Gowman together with Renter
Warden Michael Orr and myself, made our separate
ways up to the Clyde on Tuesday 23 rd June and joined
by the Master Glass Seller, Gwen Rhys, arrived at the
Naval Base in glorious evening sunshine to be greeted
by Sub Lt Ian Ball and Lt George Lewis who were our
hosts for the evening.
Whilst they are both quite recent members of the
boat`s company, they were extremely hospitable and
made us most welcome. Clearly even the newest
members learn about the submarine`s affiliations and
treasure the opportunity to meet with us and
exchange views and ideas.
I think it a special privilege to be dining in an Armed
Forces Mess with serving members in uniform and this
evening was no exception. Whilst the meal was served
we were accompanied by the Band from the Royal
Marines in Scotland and after the meal Commodore
Walliker RN OBE addressed us and invited the Master
The Immediate Past Master, Alison Gowman with Armourer and Brasier to make two Flotilla Awards to
Assistant Richard Morris and Renter Warden Michael Orr CPO Gourlay and PO McCloy respectively. A
particularly nice touch was that their wives had been
at Faslane.
invited to join them in the presentations, which showed the appreciation of the contribution that wives and
families make to service life, when their husbands are often overseas for lengthy tours of duty.
We were reminded of where we were when the public address system interrupted the Vice President`s address
promptly at 2100hrs for the Evening Colours ceremony but all too soon the proceedings were over and we
were back in the taxi, returning to our hotel. I felt that in spite of the distances involved this was both a
worthwhile and enjoyable evening, cementing our association with our affiliated submarine but also with our
fellow Livery, the Worshipful Company of Glass Sellers. Hopefully by next year our boat will have passed its sea
trials and we may even have had an opportunity to go on board.
Assistant Richard Morris

SOCIAL EVENT: SWAN UPPING – 22ND JULY

“I’m pretty sure they are swans but best we check”….

COMPANY AFFILIATION - THE SAFRAN GUILD
The Glovers’ links with the Safran Guild of Basel go back some 30 years when one of the first associates of The
Glovers’ Company, Richard Amstad, put The Glovers in touch with the Safran Guild of Basel. The Safran Guild
was first documented in the 14th century, originally being formed by the spice traders who were established in
Basel. Up until 1374 when the demand for saffron peaked, Basel was an important production and trading
centre for saffron due to its medicinal use against The Plague. It received its first charter in 1732, by which time
it had incorporated smaller trades such as: Wig makers, Bookbinders, Apothecaries and of course Glovers. Being
a guild member was a prerequisite to work as a self-employed in the city and the living of the guild members
was protected by strict professional rules.
Today the Safran Guild is one of the four most important guilds and every year they celebrate their guild feast
on Ash Wednesday and visit each other. Their tasks consist in preserving the ancient guild houses and
cultivating local traditions. Using material researched from our newly returned archives at Leathersellers, an
article written by PM Stephen Kirsch in the 1986 Summer edition of “The Glover” stated that Dr and Mrs Georg
Krayer had accepted the Glovers invitation to attend the banquet at Mansion House in October 1985 as
representatives of The Safran Guild. PM Kirsch and Richard Amstad were then invited to represent The Glovers
at the Safran Guild’s annual luncheon and dinner in February 1986. It was noted that it was a memorable and
exciting day when many new friends were made and the links forged between the two companies will flourish
and prosper. As we saw in the January 2015 Newsletter “The Master’s Visit to Basel” these links continue and
flourish today.
Liveryman Christine Swaby

THE BBC LEARNS HOW TO MAKE GLOVES

The film crew from BBC’s popular Escape to the
Country series were given a lesson in traditional glove
making during a recent visit to Dents in Warminster.
The crew, including presenter Jules Hudson, spent a
few fascinating hours as they met Dents team of skilled
traditional craftsmen and women and watched the
glove making process from first leather cutting to
hand sewing and finishing.
“Jules was especially interested in the hand-sewing
techniques and also how to measure the size of a
hand,” said Dents Chief Executive Deborah Moore.
“This is so important to ensure the “perfect fit” that has
helped make Dents such an iconic brand.”
The tv crew also visited the Dents private museum to
see the collection of historic gloves and artifacts.
“Lord Nelson’s gloves and the gloves of Queen
Elizabeth1st are always stand out items here,” said
Deborah. “But Jules also looked at the driving gloves we made for Jack Brabham and Stirling Moss and the
gloves used in Batman and by James Bond in Skyfall.” Dents will be featured in an Escape to the Countr y
programme to be on screen later this year.

RED CROSS FAIR: 30 NOV – 1 DEC
Please take time to read the letter about the Red Cross Fair
which was attached to the cover email of this newsletter.
Help and support would be hugely appreciated

VISIT TO THE COURT OF COMMON COUNCIL - 23 JULY
At Guildhall, Liveryman John Spanner met a group of Glovers and gave an introduction concerning City Politics
and the proceedings of the Court of Common Council. The City of London is the local authority for the City with
Guildhall acting as City Hall, and acts on a non-party political basis through its Lord Mayor, Aldermen and
members of the CoCoCo. It is concerned with town planning, housing, highways, parks and gardens, health,
markets, education, and regulates the livery companies to some extent by dema nding that all liverymen be
Freeman of the City of London. After the introduction, we were admitted to the Great Hall, which was divided
into two large sections – one for the CoCoCo and the other for the public. We had the pleasure of seeing Past
Master Alderman Alison Gowman, who gave us a cheery welcome before attending the Court meeting.
The Lord Mayor (actually a deputy) came in just before 1pm and proceedings commenced exactly on the hour.
The most interesting section for us concerned the written questions that were answered by the Chairman of the
appropriate committee. The first theme was in connection with the previous introduction of the 20 mph speed
limit. “Had the introduction proved to be of benefit?” Another area concerned the damage that one type of
caterpillars is causing to oak trees – and also to humans who come into contact with them. “What is the City
doing about this problem?” It is notable that the subsequent questions on a given topic are not previously
written beforehand so tricky questions were asked after the Chairman’s first reply. We left the meeting and then
John, who is very experienced in matters concerning the City, took questions from the Glovers. We then repaired
to a local pizza-house and had further discussions. Thanks go to John, who put a lot of time and effort into this
informative visit. Rumour has it that he is willing to do more visits of this nature – do go if you can.
Liveryman Michael Hudson

Alex Catto, Felicity Chadwick-Histed, Mariette Demuth, Robin Tilbrook, Ann-Marie Jefferys, Walter Demuth, Jack Bayliss
and Roddy Morriss with their guide Past Master John Spanner

GLOVERS VISIT TO VETERANS’ AID
The Master and Maggie Manwaring recently received a very warm welcome by the CEO of Veterans Aid Wing
Commander Dr Hugh Milroy. He explained that over the years it is clear that it is life and not past connections
with the military, that brings clients to their door or calls for help - from all over Britain. On average they
respond to 28 cases per month.
Their modus operandi of “action this day” goes a long way to mitigating clients’ problems, but the impact on
each one is obvious; humiliation, shame, instability, insecurity, fear, distrust, isolation and some loneliness all
culminating in feeling of being trapped and totally excluded.
Veterans’ Aid tries to create sustainable resilience amongst its clients. Their wellbeing approach to all of their
clients builds security, supportive connectivity and trust which results in clients taking back control of their lives
and to help them build a brighter future.
Hugh asked the Master on behalf of Veterans Aid to thank the Glover s most profoundly for their support and
the welcome and needed gift of gloves which we send to them each year.
Liveryman Maggie Manwaring

CLAY PIGEON SHOOTING – 2015 INTER LIVERY COMPETITION
As all who have been following avidly the progress of the Glovers clay pigeon shooting team; this, after a
shootout and selection, achieved a team of three (yes, I know we are meant to be four) consisting of Malcolm
Freeman, Julian Walker and Roddy Morriss. This keen and experienced band entered the annua l Inter Livery
Charity Clay Shoot on Wednesday the 20 th of May at Holland & Holland’s Shooting Grounds near Northwood.
Although the grounds open at 06.30, breakfast is not served until 07.00 hrs (bacon butty etc) and the shooting
started promptly at 08.30 hrs. The event is an opportunity for the Livery Companies to go head to head, fielding
their best guns (or whoever will volunteer) in an enjoyable days shooting. 465 guns participated from over 55
Companies and fired just over 53,000 cartridges.
Although there is a distinct feel of competition in the
air, the day is more about raising money for charity
and having fun. No one claims to be to Olympic
standards. The only requirement is to be able to point
a gun in roughly the right direction. However, I will not
say that this became more evident as the day wore on.
Our standard was high. Fielding only three guns in any
case precluded the Glovers winning anything but to
achieve the maximum enjoyment and to fulfil the
requirements of the score card, whoever shot best on
each stand stood in as Richard Thiele (who had been
called abroad on business). The result was that the
virtual Richard finished with the highest score in the
Glovers’ team.
This year the management appeared slicker as there
was far less queuing at the stands. So, after the ten
stands plus the 80 bird flush (where being a gun down
made a significant difference), the Glovers finished
59th out of 72 teams. Our score, 184, compared to the
professionals in the winning teams of Grocers “A” 326,
Farmers “B” 310 and Makers of Playing Cards “A” 309.
There was a fair sprinkling of ladies shooting and the
winning ladies were Antonia Pusey and Sue Deacon
both with a score of 58. Not wishing to rub it in but
the Barbers scored well below the Glovers.
An excellent buffet lunch was served from 12.30 hrs;
the piece de resistance being the barbeque pork with
great crackling. Good company with other Liverymen
and an opportunity to relax, to consider that the day
had not been to hot or cold nor to wet or windy (in
fact it only drizzled lightly at one time) and the sun was
not shinning in our eyes for the birds from the high
tower and we all thought that we had all shot fairly,
thoroughly enjoyed ourselves and contemplated how
we can encourage more Glovers to pick arms next year;
Wednesday the 18th of May 2016.
As to charity, fifty percent of monies raised goes to the
nominated charities of the winning teams. The
remainder to those chosen by the organising
volunteers, including a £1000 contribution to the Lord
Mayor’s charity. Not only a good fun day but also a
worthy one.
Past Master Roddy Morriss

WELL DONE 444 SQUADRON
444 (Shoreditch) Sqn ATC were runners up in the Innes Sword First Aid Competition, organised by the ACF and
was held at RAF Halton. The competition was run over two days, with the ACF and CCF teams competing on the
Saturday and the ATC teams competing on the Sunday. The competition was run using the same scenarios, but
using different casualties and judges on each day, so the results are not directly comparable. 444 (Shoreditch)
Sqn have been selected as the non-travelling reserve team that will be going onto the next stage, which is the
ATC National First Aid Competition at RAF Cranwell in October 2015.
Liveryman Peter Gourri

GOLF – PRINCE ARTHUR CUP – MAY 2015

A wonderful dawn broke with hundreds of happy, expectant golfers munstering upon the fine putting lawns of
Walton Heath, Surrey for the Prince Arthur Cup. The Glovers team, 1st pairing – Tim Roe & Jonathan Isaacs, 2 nd
pair – Paul Cotterill and David Spry assembled in good time and, with a spring in their respective steps, set off
from the 6th hole on the New Course. Weather was perfect, sunny, and warm, no wind and the courses (both
Old and New) were in immaculate condition, a billiard table baize would have been considered rough when
compared with the grass on the fairways, irrespective of the smoothness of the greens which were clearly well
off the Stimp meter gauge for speed!
The pins were placed in seemingly very tough attacking places on the greens – not surprising as it was eventually
explained to all competitors that the both courses had been set up for the US PGA Championship qualifiers on
Monday, 25th May, 2015!
It should be noted that our 1st pair played good golf with the second pairing valiant in their endeavours but
not fairing quite so well; 36x holes “against the course” is a tough formula at the best of times but the
Leathersellers, steady as a rock, won the competition overall and completed a hat trick of wins, having won in
2013 and 2014; quite an achievement. It was both a privilege and pleasure to represent the Company at this
high profile golfing event and one can only hope that a future team will have been selected from a larger band
of Glover golfers. The Glovers Team did not finish last in the competition but only by the width of a niblick iron!

GLOVERS SUMMER MEETING
ST GEORGE’S AND RYE GOLF CLUBS – JULY 2015
Our Summer Meeting with the ARGS worked out very
well again this year with an afternoon at Royal St.
Georges GC followed by a morning at Rye GC.
We played singles at St. Georges in wonderful weather.
The course was in good condition and the bunkers
although in excellent shape were very formidable.
There were 4 singles matches and the stableford
points tally was won by Paul Cotterill and Alex
Southcombe runner up. Our visitor John Penniceard
put in a good card.
At Rye we played a mixture of foursomes and singles
matches. The foursome was a draw between Paul and
Alex against Chris Dadson and Peter Clements. David
Spry played with his guest, John Penniceard and
Jonathan Isaacs with Alan Price.
The format worked well and we shall make similar
arrangements in 2016." Liveryman Alex Southcombe

